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1. Answer the following questions i) , ii) and iii) after going through the  following class :  

   Class Seminar 

     { int  Time; 

 public: 

 Seminar ( )                     //Function 1 

 {  Time = 30;  

  cout<< “Seminar starts now “ <<endl; } 

 void Lecture ( )                      //Function 2 

 { cout<< “Lecturer in the seminar is on “<<endl; } 

 Seminar (int duration )                   // Function 3 

 { Time = duration;  

 cout<< “Seminar starts now << endl;  } 

 ~Seminar ( )                                // Function 4 

 { cout << “Vote of thanks” <<endl;  } 

             Seminar(Seminar &S) ;                                      // Function 5  

      } ; 

i)  In the object oriented programming, what is function 4 referred as and when does it get   

    invoked? 

ii) In the object oriented programming, which concept is illustrated by function 1 and function 3  

     together? 

iii) What is function 5  referred as? Write the definition for Function 5. 

 

2. Define  a class SPORTS  with the following specifications: 

   Private data members: 

       Name                                                  20  characters 

       Team                                                  20  characters 

       Runscored                                          long integer 

       Matches                                              integer 

   Public functions:  

      Default  constructor             to  initialize members with the following values  

                                                  “Dhoni”, “India”,25678,150 

      Parameterized constructor    takes an argument r and assigns it to the Runscored and  

                                                    provides other members with valid values. 

      Copy constructor                  to assign values of all data members of One object to   

                                                   another object.     

     Chkmatches()                        function  that prints the name of the Player if he has  

                                                   played in more than 50 Matches 

     Displaydetails()                    function to display all the details of a Player 

     Destructor                             to display the message “Destroying object………” 

   

Write a program to create  three objects, one using default constructor, one using parameterized 

constructor and one using copy constructor(assign the first object to the third object).Print the 

details of all the three players and display the name of the player who has played in more than 50   

matches. 


